March 10, 2016
South Hero School Board Meeting - Special
At Folsom Ed. and Community Center

In Attendance: Kris Brouser, David Cain, RJ Sweeney, Bernadette Toth, Bently Vaughan, Barbara Barrington, Jenny Perry, Tim Maxham

6:40 Meeting called to order - Kris Brouser

6:40 Motion to enter executive session
Kris Brouser, unanimous

Exit executive session 6:55

Motion by Dave Cain to accept advice of superintendent to terminate Phillip Peterson immediately - Unanimous

Motion to sign the contract of Karin Ames as long term sub at teacher step pay made by RJ Sweeney passed unanimously

Motion by Dave Cain to remain an active part of the GISU Act 46 Committee and no longer pursue a Georgia merger - unanimous